
Feed is an automated marketing tool built to power the growth of creators in the
passion economy. The Feed beta platform generates 3–10x the results of creators’

other ads, depending on the metric. Over 450 beta users have spent more than
£90,000 of their own budget through the Feed, and 20% refer with no incentive,

positioning us for growth via referrals and word of mouth. 
 

Trove is a tech-based company designed to effortlessly connect consumers with their
local fresh food suppliers. They do this through their proprietary e-commerce platform
and delivery service. Trove’s aim is to create the most extensive online marketplace of

local independent food retailers. Trove Partners will have access to an online customer-
facing e-commerce store and order management platform, combined with an

outsourced delivery service. For consumers they are a one-stop online fresh food
ordering platform and aggregated delivery service, enabling consumers to shop locally

and receive a single delivery at their convenience

Founder and Lightning is a pioneering venture builder. They work with commercially-
minded, non-technical founders to start tech companies, launch new products and

disrupt industries. Their product managers, delivery managers, UI/UX designers and
developers work closely with founders to bring their ideas to life, and their strategic

teams combine commercial, product and technology acumen to help to build, fund and
scale great tech-based businesses.

 

Quollify business matching app has been referred to by some as TikTok, but for
business only. It’s based on thirty second videos, whereby the speaker announces their

name, exactly what they are doing and exactly who they are seeking. Then, through
clever algorithms, instantaneous matches are created. Business networking in a blink.
In the past few weeks Quollify have concluded strategic alliances with a major video
hosting platform, a software company, the UK’s largest email company, the largest
coaching magazine in the world and one of the largest women’s network in the UK.

 
 Openlab is building the world's first platform that combines music and visual art.

An antidote to todays ‘lead forward’ mega platforms and the ‘tyranny of choice’ users
face, OpenLab offers a highly curated ‘lean back’ audio + visual experience, showcasing

the best emerging talent and delivering a world of discovery to its customers.
OpenLab's mission is to become the lifestyle portal of choice for the culturally curious,

connecting this global audience to the world of tomorrow, today.
 


